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Fox 3D Decoy Instructions
The following basic instructions will show you how to assemble you decoy for use in the field. Your
package will include the following items: Please read the instructions carefully.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Fox Body
Tail
Cap screw and 2 nuts
Top stake section
Bottom stake section
Stake thumb screw

To assemble your decoy for field use:
1) Take the decoy out of the box
2) Unroll the decoy
TIP: You will want to let the decoy sit outside for a day or two to air out. It may have a paint
smell when first opened, but this will dissipate quickly once left out. The decoy will unroll on its
own when sitting at room temperature. You can also submerge the decoy in a warm bath to
have this unroll to its intended shape quicker. In the event your 3DCoyote does not initially
unfold completely, simply fill the inside with stuffing like newspaper, and lay in the sun for 3
hours. Then bring inside with the stuffing still inside, and let cool to room temperature.
Remove the stuffing and the Coyote will retain its shape.
Installing the tail:
3) Locate the cap screw and 2 nuts inside
4) Screw one nut onto the Cap screw until it’s approximately 3/16” from the head of the screw
5) At the back of the decoy there is a grommet hole. Insert the screw through this hole with the
head and first nut on the outside.
6) From the inside, screw on the other nut until its tight (pinching the grommet between the 2
nuts).
7) The tail has a plastic fitting on the top with a keystroke. Slide the large end of the keystroke
over the head of the Cap screw and slide down to secure the tail on the decoy body.
Using the stake:
8) The stake has 3 parts. Locate the top section, bottom section and thumbscrew.
9) To assemble the stake, line the locator boss on the top of the bottom of the stake with the slot
in the bottom of the top stake.
10) Slide the 2 stake sections together until the locator boss hits the stop, and then twist the 2
stakes to lock them together.
11) Put the assembled stake inside the decoy, line up the threaded hole in the top of the stake with
the hole in the top of the decoy and screw the thumbscrew in from the outside to secure the
decoy to the top of the stake. Do not tighten the thumbscrew all the way down as it will inhibit
the motion allowed by the ball at the top of the stake.
TIP: it helps to visually line up the hole in the top of the stake with the hole in the top of the
decoy before trying to screw in the thumbscrew.
12) This completes the assembly of the Fox-3D Decoy.

